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To maintain interna�onal peace and
security and promo�ng and
encouraging respect for human rights
and for fundamental freedoms for all.

Democracy
Very short Review of the status
and dynamic in the last 50
years as well as the
interrela�on of Freedom,
Wealth and the Educa�on in
the World

While advancing in age and experience we o�en have the feeling that
nothing other than technology develops much further. Thankfully Hans
Rosling showed especially the ci�zens of the rich countries that in the past
decades there has been a fantas�c development regarding Wealth & Health
in almost all countries mainly in 2nd and 3rd world.
But what happened to the freedom, what happened to democracy?
Did we advance?

In historical terms 50 years are not cons�tu�ng a long period, but for a human being it is
most o�en more than half the life. Regarding Freedom we have data for almost the last 50
years from the Freedom House. Here we combine them with Popula�on and GDP Data from

the Worldbank and Sta�s�c
Bureau of Taiwan as well as
the Educa�on Index from
the UNO.
The next graphs show the
dynamic over �me of the
three groups Free (F),
Par�ally Free(PF) and Not
Free (NF) countries as well
as not covered countries
(NO).

Fortunately more people live
in freedom than in not free
countries. However
together with the par�ally
free countries the majority
of the World Popula�on is
not fully free.

Since the new century the

The Last 50 Years
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situation regarding number of countries per
category is stable. Thus little development
since around 20 Years.

The world's population is hard-working and is
constantly raising its educational level.

Is there some relation between the Freedom
and the Wealth and or the Education level?

The relation between Freedom &Wealth
shows that there is a certain correlation.
However only a low one, more than negligible,
but not very convincing.

Whereas the correlation between Education

and GDP p. Capita became quite strong in the last 15 years.

The next charts show that the top GDP per Capita are
almost all Free Countries. But China is on the fast path to
conquer this group. This raises the ques�on: Can China
unleash its poten�al without shi�ing to more freedom ?

All countries increased the GDP, India surpassed many
countries, however China is the biggest GDP-Success story.
In comparison Russia developed poorly which shows that
there is still a great potential to be lifted and at the same
time makes China's success even greater.

Eventually China is already in practice more free than the
Freedom House reports / we understand in the western
world. At the same time we witness destructive ripples
through the USA democracy model. Hopefully it stabilizes
again and re-cultivates its long lasting democratic heritage.
This is by no means guaranteed.

The next decades will be interesting and will reveal new
insides into these relations. Will all people become free or
will we all degrade into dictatorships ?

The Task remains
The World became richer, healthier, be�er educated and
also more free. However there is s�ll a long way to go as
56% of the countries and 61% of the popula�on is not free
yet. The share of people living in Free countries could only
be increased by 4%-points in 50 Years. If keeping the right
direc�on and the same speed the goal is more than 700
years away. Extrapola�ng it from the number of Countries it
will take “only” 160 year. Hopefully we will be faster.

Making the world more free is besides maintaining a
healthy environment the last masterpiece in our global
village to achieve before mankind can develop further.

This has been an example of bringing together four data
sources and four data streams in order to gain some insight.
Like always finding, cleaning and aligning the data is the
largest part of the work.

Keep on analyzing, controlling and ac�ng!

And have a Nice Day

Check out

Hans Rosling „ Factfulness „
and various Presentations on
Youtube

Freedom House:
www.freedomhouse.org

World Bank:
www.worldbank.org

UNO: www.un.org

National Statistics ROC:
www.eng.stat.gov.tw
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Appendix

Status per 2018 versus 1972 sources: Worldbank, Uno, Freedom House, Na�onal Sta�s�cs ROC

Democra�c Development from 1972 to 2018:

• 33 Countries gained Freedom only 1 lost it !

• 59 Countries became more free only 7 less free !

• The GDP share of the Free reduced from clearly domina�ng 84% to 68%. This share went to
the Not Free driven by the great success of China (68% GDP-share of the Not Free) !

Democracy Indices:

A) Freedom House

1) Grades from 7 to 1
data from 1972
onwards,
for free, 195 countries

2) Points from 0 to 100
(more differen�ated),
data from 2013
onwards,
for free, , 195 countries

B) Economist

1) Grades from 0 to 10,
with 2 decimals
Data from 2006
Against fees, 167
countries

C) IDEA Global State of
Democracy Index

1) Grades from 0 to 1, two
decimals, Data from
1975 onwards, no data
download, 163 countries


